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This is what
looks like.
All the heart eyes for nurses. And ours are looking at you! Join our team
and grow your career at IntermountainHealthcare.org/careers.
Congratulations to all the 2022 Utah Top Nurses nominees and winners.
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Cardiovascular Nurse

Arielle Pearce

PATIENT SPECIALIST, HEART TRANSPLANT,
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
NOMINATION:
Arielle Pearce has been the best nurse I have ever encountered as a
patient. In the early part of the pandemic (spring 2020) I thought I had
COVID-19. The test came back negative but it turned out I had a rare
inherited form of amyloidosis that had such a negative impact on my
heart that I required a transplant. At the time Ms. Pearce was a part of
the entire heart transplant team that guided me through the process of
preparation, the actual procedure, the recovery and post transplant care.
She went above and beyond the call of duty and took every extra step
to help me through this life changing and life saving journey, especially
through the pandemic. She made extra calls and visits when needed and
made sure I stayed safe during the pandemic post-transplant surgery
and made sure I was able to get the vaccines I needed in timely ways
to keep me healthy. Even when I suffered setbacks and had to go into
the hospital last fall 2021 with the CMV-infectious disease which was
affecting my heart recovery, she was there with the cardio team and did
great coordination with the infectious disease team on behalf of my care.
I am now back at work full time as a professor at the University of Utah
and the chair of my department and it is due in large part to the great
help from Arielle Pearce. Thank you, Arielle and thanks for giving me the
chance to submit this nomination.

ICU Nurse

Tammy Hinterman
INTENSIVE CARE UNIT (ICU) REGISTERED
NURSE, MCKAY-DEE HOSPITAL
NOMINATION:
I’m a clinical psychologist with the Utah critical incident stress
management (CISM) team, part of the Utah Department of Health.
Ms. Hinterman RN is a peer support (nursing/medical) member and
I primarily know her through CISM. She is an outstanding member
of our team, providing critical incident trauma debriefing services to
first responders. She is professional, knowledgeable, and empathic. I
also know that she is a supervising ICU nurse at McKay-Dee Hospital,
where she reportedly provides the highest level of critical nursing care
to her patients, while also proving training, leadership, and supervision
to the nursing staff with whom she works. A more professional and
competent nurse or person I could not imagine. Please consider this
excellent RN for one of your awards.
Sincerely,
Michael D. Brunson, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist

NOMINATION:
Jackie has been a nurse at St. Mark’s Hospital for 36 years. While other
nurses come and go, Jackie has been a constant patient advocate and
bedside nurse in labor and delivery at St. Mark’s Hospital .She is the
epitome of what a nurse should be. She is efficient and takes great care of
her patients, their partners and their new babies. She radiates a positive
energy that is contagious and uplifting to all who work with her.

Labor & Delivery Nurse

Jacqueline Doherty
LABOR & DELIVERY NURSE,
ST. MARK’S HOSPITAL

Recently covid has added new challenges to labor and delivery
patients. Monitoring a patient that was pregnant with a very preterm
baby, is a recent example of her care and compassion. The patient
was very sick and required life saving action not only for her but
for her baby as well. Normally when a patient needs an emergency
C- Section they are moved to an operating room but in this case
C- Section was preformed right in the ICU while the mother was
being placed on life sustaining interventions. To describe the chaos
of a situation like that can only attest to the value of having a nurse
like Jackie at the bedside. Years of experience, calm demeanor, and
the ability to rally the right people to take the best care possible
led to a happy out come. St. Mark’s recently published the mother’s
story on their Facebook page. KSL also ran the story told from the
parents perspective, The nurses that were there certainly have more
to add to that story. As a long term delivery nurse myself I know the
stress that happened that day was incredible. It is something we talk
about in our skills training days, the chance of doing a C-Section at
the bedside without proper equipment of an OR setting. This is the
scenario that makes us shudder it is a road we would never choose
to go down. The right people made it happen. Jackie was one of two
labor and delivery nurses that took care of this patient, Jordan Hill
RN,and the ICU nurses played a part as well. This is the kind of story
where nurses really come together, the strength of the team. I for one
am proud of all of the nurses that choose to stay at the bedside.
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This is what
looks like.
Intermountain nurses bring compassion, composure, and
commitment to work every single day. And you could be one
of them. Join our team and see why nursing professionals
love working here.
Congratulations to all the 2022 Utah Top Nurses
nominees and winners.

Visit IntermountainHealthcare.org/careers
to find nursing opportunities that are right
for you, right where you are.
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Registered Nurse (RN)

Kathy Field

LABOR AND DELIVERY NURSE, OGDEN
REGIONAL MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
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Kathy Field is a Registered Nurse who practices in the Family Birth Place (labor
and delivery) at Ogden Regional Medical Center. She assists families throughout
the birth process, working on a team with physicians, midwives and other
professionals. Kathy cares for women during both normal, problematic and
unusual pregnancies, providing information, guidance and hands-on clinical
care. She has been doing this for more than 40 years. She estimates that she helps
with 10-12 births per week – which amounts to more than 20,000 births over
the span of her career!
We are nominating Kathy for not only her outstanding and long-running career,
but for a specific event that happened a few months ago.
“Oh she’s so beautiful! You can touch her all you want! She’s all yours now!!”
Imagine hearing those words from a nurse as she handing your newborn baby
girl to you.
Factor in, too, that this nurse has just spent the last 3 hours with you helping
you to prepare for the birth of your surrogate daughter.
And imagine that you are a same-sex couple, who have traveled all the way
from Germany (where surrogacy is illegal) along with a film crew making a
documentary. To your surprise you have been so warmly welcomed in a foreign
land by the entire staff of a maternity ward and especially the nurse who is
assigned with helping you.
Now imagine being that nurse, who only a short while before it all happened
had just learned that she was going to have do all of this, in the midst of a major
remodel of the unit, with a full bed count AND a full count in the NICU.
If you can wrap your mind around all of that, you will start to understand what
Kathy Field accomplished on May 1, 2021 here at ORMC.
The background to this story is that there was a same-sex couple from Berlin
coming to have a baby at Ogden Regional through surrogacy. Surrogacy is
illegal in most European countries. The documentary was made to help promote
normalizing surrogacy and making it legal. The surrogate mother is a citizen of
the United States with five of her own children.
To put it simply: Kathy Field (and her supporting crew) went above and beyond
in helping the surrogate mother, new parents and film crew to not only go through
the birthing process but to document certain aspects of the delivery. They also
filmed the couple meeting their baby for the first time and doing skin to skin
contact with her.
Kathy was very patient, calming and reassuring. She took time to explain
everything in great detail despite the somewhat challenging language barrier. She
was more than accommodating to the need of the crew, but more importantly
she was so wonderful with the surrogate mother and the new parents. She was
full of encouragement and fun.
Kathy absolutely MADE this very special time even more special. You can see the
remarkable in the film that was shot.
Her energy and her excitement for this event was comforting and contagious.
She displayed no judgement whatsoever to the circumstances of the couple.
I never got the feeling that Kathy was doing this for “show”, I believe that she is this
way with every couple she works with. Kathy has been doing this for more than 4
decades.
In addition to all of the above, Kathy is inspiring to her fellow colleagues. That’s
very important too!
“Oh she’s so beautiful! You can touch her all you want! She’s all yours now!!”
Even the cameraman was crying.

Home Health Nurse

Ann Shirsten Loomis
HOME HEALTH NURSE, INTERMOUNTAIN
HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE
NOMINATION:
Shirsten has been a registered nurse for over 8 years, three of
those years have been in the home health industry. She averages
anywhere from 8 to 10 visits a day. She has on average, 10 to 15
patients on her case management. Her duties include blood draws
for labs, starting IV ’s and administering intravenous medications,
wound care, urinary catheter and ostomy care. However, the most
important duty that she has shown for me, is the important ability
to listen and to show a caring attitude towards me. I have struggled
with the following chronic illnesses. I have been diagnosed with
hypomagnesemia, acute kidney injury, stage 3 chronic kidney
disease, chronic pain disorder, bacterial infection do to Serratia,
coronary artery disease, and type 2 diabetes. Shirsten comes to my
home once a week to draw labs, and to deaccess a port. During
each visit, she always has positive words and a wonderful attitude
that she brings into my home. It can be a struggle at times to live
with a chronic illness. I look forward to her weekly visits because
of her positive attitude, and her listening ear. This is definitely
been a difficult past year for nurses with the pandemic. She has
taken care of many patients who have been strickened with the
virus. I have had many nurses over the past few years, both in the
hospital and in home health care. Shirsten has definitely been the
best I have ever had.
“Nursing is not for everyone. It takes a very strong, intelligent, and
compassionate person to take on the ills of the world with passion
and purpose and work to maintain the health and well-being of the
planet.” — Donna Wil Cardillo, Author and Nurse
The above quote emphasizes perfectly what Shirsten is all about,
not only as a nurse, but as a human being, as she supports and
cares for each one of her patients on a daily basis. I honestly
would not be able to make it through a week without her ability to
listen, and to care for my needs.
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Cardiovascular Nurse

Valeria Davis

CARDIOVASCULAR NURSE, CARDIO UNIT,
INTERMOUNTAIN HEALTHCARE
NOMINATION:
On October 6, 2021 I had a heart valve replacement caused from a birth
defect. I was released from the ICU in less than 10 hours and moved to
the Cardiac Unit. When I got settled in my room, one of the surgeons
said that I would be going home in 4 days. On the 4th day, my two
drain tubes (stomach) and one air suction tube (chest) were removed by
Nurse Valeria Davis. She warned me that the top one was going to hurt.
I’ve never had that kind of pain before. She showed me why, this tube
had a texture like little burrs with a hook on the end. I went to x-ray to
make sure everything was okay so that I could be released. I still had an
air bubble in my chest. I ended up having 3 more chest tubes inserted.
They scan your chest and mark 3 dots on your chest. During this
process, for six days I was pretty much out of it with pain from the tubes
in my chest.
I had no appetite, I survived on grapes, pudding and apple juice. I was
checked on many times every morning, noon and when Valeria’s shift
ended. She would bring me extra snacks to last me through the night.
Not only did Valeria supply my food, she also was on time with my much
needed pain shots. She also took care of my personal needs, she even washed
out my underwear in the sink! When my wife was coming to see me, she
would spray deodorant on my gown to help rid the hospital smell.
Valeria made sure I was doing okay at least 10 times a day. She was so
sweet and helpful, I’ll never forget her. She made me feel like I was at
the Ritz Carlton and I was her only customer!
I went back to look her up and to give her a gift, and she told me the
most fascinating story. She was born in Chile, student exchange student
in Idaho, and she’s been at IMC Hospital in Murray for 18 years. It’s not
a job to her, it’s her PASSION!

Registered Nurse (RN)

Melissa Mason

REGISTERED NURSE (RN), DIRECTOR OF
NURSING, FOURTH STREET CLINIC
NOMINATION:
Melissa Mason, Director of Nursing at Fourth Street Clinic, has an unparalleled
dedication for serving Utah’s homeless population. She treats every patient with
the respect and human kindness they deserve but rarely receive. She connects with
patients by being real, accepting and providing care with dignity.
Melissa Mason received her BSN from the University of Utah in 2005 with an
emphasis in geriatrics. She joined Fourth Street Clinic in 2014, bringing with her
12 years of hospital and ICU experience. Since joining the clinic, she has held a
number of roles including Diabetic Educator, Clinic Manager, and is currently the
Director of Nursing. In addition to supervising the nursing team at the clinics, she
oversees the Medical Assistants, Lab Coordinator, Clinic Scheduling, volunteer
nurses, and the COVID-19 testing and vaccine teams. Melissa also is a member of
Fourth Street Clinic’s Senior Management Team.
However, a standard bio doesn’t begin to describe Melissa in what she brings to
her job and what she actually does each and every day. She possesses an outsized
personality that she readily shares. Melissa consistently brightens everyone’s day
with her wit; her humor and approach to life helps support her staff even in the
most stressful situations. She sings improvised songs and has funny sayings that
draw people into her bubble. Melissa Mason leads with humor, sparkles and
gratitude and everyone is confident that they are her favorite.

A strong communicator, Melissa is the one to call to help deescalate Fourth
Street Clinic’s patients in crisis, helping them feel safe and seen while remaining
ultra-calm herself. In talking to patients during emergencies, she always makes
eye contact and levels her head with theirs to them to ensure she can assess the
situation. She directs the staff getting vitals, keeping her eye on charting the
episode. She reports to EMS exactly what happened without notes or flaws—her
attention to detail makes Melissa an outstanding health care professional.
Melissa’s creativity and energy gives her the skills she needs to find solutions
to last-minute obstacles. She is quick to jump in help solve problems and give
options. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, Melissa’s skills were put to the test
with added layers of duties. The needed critical and creative thinking to keep
patients safe while mitigating risk for staff, helped Fourth Street Clinic stay on
top of surging cases among Utahns experiencing homelessness. Melissa did all
this while buoying the spirit of the community health center’s staff that were
asked each day to do more in restrictive PPE while assuring patient care was not
diminished. She was always willing to step in to ensure providers have coverage
throughout the pandemic’s healthcare staffing shortages.
Melissa is whip smart and has extensive nursing experience, knowledge and
skills. Her understanding of the complexities of homelessness gives her the
acuity to teach patients to succeed in their life outside the clinic. She is also
passionate about educating clinical staff, so everyone knows not just how to do
something but why they need to do it a certain way. She can recall procedures,
drug regimens, and diagnoses as if it were intuitive, and provides triaged care
with skill. She corrects errors with exactness, and shows the staff member how
valuable they are to the work. No one wants to disappoint Melissa.
Melissa doesn’t shy away from a challenge, and thrives in an environment that
is fast paced, often unpredictable, and tremendously rewarding. In fact, give
Melissa a challenge and she will not only make it better, but the solution will
arrive be-dazzled, have a catchy name, be covered in glitter and delivered with a
cheer, complete with pompoms. Her enthusiasm is 100% contagious.
During her tenure at Fourth Street Clinic, Melissa has been essential to
implementing an improved inventory system, launching a successful diabetic
management program, adding an RN educator position and working to
streamline our onboarding. She sees far down the road. Do we need a
vaccinating program? Would the patients be helped better by being seen
in tents? Does an integrated care model solve or make problems? Can
pharmacy interns write up drug monographs for MA’s? Melissa Mason
questions the current methods of doing thing, then works to make it better.
She maintains morale by advocating for her staff. She does their work when
needed. She finds replacements for those taking a mental health day. She
invites people to share, complain, slump in a chair, or protest, all the while
offering treats and an undemanding ear. She maintains the level. Whether it be
a high standard or care or an unwavering commitment to patients or an opendoor policy, Melissa does not slip, slop, or slide.
Melissa practices nursing at a level that the profession wishes it could teach and
model. Melissa Mason, is the whole package and would represent the 2022
Top Utah Nurse with skill and with justified in selecting Melissa Mason, RN as
your next Utah Top Nurse.
ABOUT FOURTH STREET CLINIC:
Fourth Street Clinic began in 1988 as a triage clinic with one part-time
nurse; the clinic relied on hospitals for patient treatment. Today, it operates
with nearly 80 people on staff with an annual cash budget of $11million.
Comprehensive health care was delivered to 4,672 unsheltered men, women,
and children in 2021 in 21,900 visits, which includes 817 virtual encounters.
The pharmacy at Fourth Street Clinic dispensed 35,898 prescriptions last year.
Fourth Street Clinic has over 30 years of experience providing services to
vulnerable individuals and families. Reducing barriers caused by social
determinants of health is key to accessible health care. According to the US
Department of Health and Human Services Office of Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion’s Healthy People 2030, many people in the United States
don’t get needed health care services simply due to factors such as a lack of
transportation, affordable housing, educational background, or discrimination.
Even the neighborhood in which they live can be a barrier to accessing regular
health care services.
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Family Nurse Practitioner

Margaret Grogan

FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER, GRANGER
MEDICAL AT ST. MARK’S HOSPITAL
NOMINATION:
My husband and I wish to nominate Margaret Grogan, FNP for your
consideration in honoring top nurses in Utah. She has worked with us for many
years and has essentially taken us under her wing. She is professional, highly skilled,
friendly and incredibly caring. She always checks on us to see how we are doing
after an appointment with her, most often after her work day, on her weekends and
vacations. She recently texted me at 10:15PM to check on my husband and report
on his earlier chest x-ray.
She has literally saved my life. We had been having some unusual stressful events
in our life that eventually sent my husband to emergency hospital. Consequently,
I felt like I was about to have a stress heart attack and went in to see Margaret.
Her thoroughness checked me out on everything, which turned out to be OK.
However, in the process she discovered a four-inch cancer mass on my liver that
had shown no signs of its presence before this. She immediately initiated the
process to have more testing, biopsies, and referral to an oncologist. If not for
Margaret, that slow-growing mass with no symptoms would have eventually grown
to a size that certainly would have been life-threatening.
Margaret’s ongoing attention to my husband has been exceptional for him. She is
so tuned in to us and makes us feel like we are her family. Our respect and love for
her are very heartfelt.
Best Regards,
Anne and Gary Cain

Emergency Room (ER) Nurse

CarolAnn Hammond
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RN,
ALTA VIEW HOSPITAL
NOMINATION:
CarolAnn embodies the commitment of Standing Together while
simultaneously standing strong in providing compassionate care for our
Alta View Emergency patients and fellow caregivers.
CarolAnn effortlessly advocates for our patients while collaborating with the
Alta View ED team to provide the best possible care, which seems like I’m
stretching to fit the Nurse Excellence criteria, but CarolAnn truly does.
Following CarolAnn throughout her shift, one sees CarolAnn sitting
bedside at the patient’s and family level and genuinely listening to
all with compassion and empathy. CarolAnn’s quiet and unflappable
efficiency belies the fact that she is busy with multiple tasks, but never
too busy not to give 100% to the task at hand.
From a staff perspective, looking at the staffing board and seeing
CarolAnn’s name on it brings a smile to fellow staffs faces, trusting
that not only our patients will be well cared for, but each other will be.
CarolAnn’s leadership in the charge nurse role brings a calm and steady
influence over the department, while still being approachable to mentor
anyone in any situation or skill that needs a solution.
Nurses care for each other by expecting the highest level of commitment
to professional nursing standards, assuming good intent, and encouraging
healthy and safe behaviors in each other. CarolAnn collaborates using
immeasurable skill, hustle and a work ethic to do all of the above. I
cannot count how many times I’ve heard CarolAnn ask “how can I help?”
CarolAnn genuinely cares about patients, the facility and each other, reflecting
excellency because she is excellent.

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU) Nurse

Ethel Christiansen
EDUCATOR / NICU NURSE, PRIMARY
CHILDREN MEDICAL CENTER
NOMINATION:

Currently, Ethel is the mother of two children who has kept her schedule at
Primary Children’s. She is taking care of babies at the hospital while keeping
her own family safe under a lot of stress. Her dedication to the role of
Educator is to help other nurses achieve their best possible performance. It
is admirable. While adapting to the ups and downs of the pandemic Ethel
has been pregnant and working to keep her unit delivering quality critical
care to all newborns at the NICU in PCMC. Ethel is a very accomplished
nurse, very well trained, and a dedicated professional. Her career should be
considered. Thank you for considering her!
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This is what
looks like.
Intermountain nurses don’t just save lives, they change them.
Grow your nursing career with a team who cares as much about
your development and goals as you do about your patients.
Congratulations to all the 2022 Utah Top Nurses
nominees and winners.

Visit IntermountainHealthcare.org/careers
to find nursing opportunities that are right
for you, right where you are.

